Water management
$GYDQFHGZDWHUSXULȣFDWLRQLUULJDWLRQDQGGHVDOLQDWLRQWHFKQRORJLHVDUHXVHG
to help communities manage the growing supply–demand imbalance.
%WLMKLPMKLXIHMRXLIOI]VIWSYVGIGSRWXVEMRXWGLETXIV
water is the resource over which many governments,
corporations and communities have greatest
concern for the future. As populations increase and
move to urban areas, and as consumption rises in
line with economic growth, water stress will be the
main challenge for many parts of the world.
At a basic level, many parts of Africa and Asia will
suffer increased physical water stress as the available
[EXIVTIVTIVWSRJEPPWFIPS[XLI92QMRMQYQXEVKIX
SJ  PMXVIW TIV HE] -R QER] EVIEW WERMXEXMSR MXWIPJ
E921MPPIRRMYQ(IZIPSTQIRXKSEP MWMRGVIEWMRKP]
WIIREWHMJ½GYPXXSEGLMIZI8SHE] EVSYRHFMPPMSR
TISTPI PEGO EGGIWW XS EHIUYEXI WERMXEXMSR ERH XLI
EMQ SJ LEPZMRK XLMW ½KYVI F]  MW PMOIP] XS FI
QMWWIHF]EGSRWMHIVEFPIQEVKMR -RWSQITEVXWSJ
WYF7ELEVER%JVMGEEGLMIZMRKXLMWKSEPIZIRF]
is now considered to be an ambitious target.
*VSQ XLI 97 XS 'LMPI WSYXLIVR )RKPERH XS /IR]E
ERHXLIKVIEXIVTEVXWSJXLI1MHHPI)EWXXS7SYXLIEWX
Asia, water scarcity is forecast to have a severe
MQTEGX SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI -RHIIH IGSRSQMG
water stress is expected to affect up to half of the
KPSFEP TSTYPEXMSR F]  -R QER] EVIEW MX MW RSX
XLEXXLIVIMWMRWYJ½GMIRX[EXIVSZIVERERRYEPG]GPI
FYXXLEXMXGSQIWMRTIEOWERHXVSYKLW³XLI[VSRK
[EXIV EX XLI [VSRK XMQI MR XLI [VSRK TPEGI´8LMW
MW MRGVIEWMRKP] SGGYVVMRK EW MR SRI WIEWSR ¾SSHMRK

Economic water stress is expected
to affect up to half of the global
population by 2020.
IRGSYVEKIWYWXSKIXVMHSJI\GIWW[EXIVEWUYMGOP]
as possible and, in another, drought leads us to try to
catch every drop.
%GGSVHMRKXSEVIGIRX;SVPH&ERO1G/MRWI]VITSVX
³F]TVSNIGXIHTSTYPEXMSRERHIGSRSQMGKVS[XL
[MPPPIEHXSKPSFEP[EXIVHIQERH MRI\GIWWSJ
GYVVIRXWYTTP]MJRSEHIUYEXIEGXMSRMWXEOIRMRXLI
coming years. This would leave one-third of the
[SVPH´WTSTYPEXMSR[MXLEGGIWWXSSRP]LEPJXLI[EXIV
MXRIIHW´
As governments develop national water strategies
and both cooperate and compete to secure water
supplies, companies will come under increasing
TVIWWYVI XS QEOI QSVI IJJIGXMZI YWI SJ [EXIV MR
XLIMV TVSHYGXMSR TVSGIWWIW 7SQI [MPP JSPPS[ XLI
PIEHXEOIRF]XLIPMOIWSJ7%&1MPPIV4 +ERH(S[
MRWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGMRK[EXIVGSRWYQTXMSRERHXLI
principle of water footprints will gain fast traction
EW QIHME ERH KSZIVRQIRXW WIIO XS VEMWI TYFPMG
awareness of the water challenge.

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

7SQIEVKYIXLEX³XLI[EXIVTVSFPIQMWRSXSRISJ
[EXIV WGEVGMX] FYX QSVI SJ W]WXIQ QEREKIQIRX´
Therefore, in the next ten years, more pragmatic
short-term solutions to help communities better
manage the rising supply–demand imbalance will be
MQTPIQIRXIHMRWYGLEVIEWEW[EXIVTYVM½GEXMSRERH
irrigation. While the concept of a water grid, able to
shift resources around regions and between buildings
to balance supply and demand, is increasingly
discussed, in many areas the next ten years will be
more about driving consumption behaviour change.
At the same time, the politics of water will continue
to be a crucial issue.‘There are vested interests in the
supply and management of water and the associated
MQTEGX ERH MR¾YIRGI SJ PEVKIWGEPI MRJVEWXVYGXYVI
Most water infrastructures are managed both locally
and regionally but are usually seen from a centralised
TIVWTIGXMZI´
With momentum building up around the issue
of water use, the impetus for improved water
management will increase internationally. While
QENSVXIGLRSPSKMGEPFVIEOXLVSYKLWWYGLEWPS[GSWX
desalination will be sought and become major areas
of investment over the next decade, the utopian
vision of transforming sea water into fresh water
EZEMPEFPI JSV EPP [MPP RSX FI VIEPMWIH ³(IWEPMREXMSR
[MPPVIQEMREPY\YV]JSVVMGLGSYRXVMIWWYGLEW-WVEIP
XLI 9%) 7MRKETSVI ERH 7EYHM%VEFME´ -R EHHMXMSR
³HIWEP[EXIV´ MWXSSTYVIERHWS MRQER]GSYRXVMIW
minerals need to be added to satisfy public health
requirements.

Desalination will remain a luxury for
rich countries.

7SQI WE] XLEX XLI TVSFPIQ MW SRI SJ GSRWYQIV
YRHIVWXERHMRKERHFILEZMSYV-RQER]VIKMSRW[LIVI
supply is not yet constrained, water is seen as having
little value. People pay little attention to water because
it is too cheap for them to care about. The view is
that governments around the world should regulate
such that everyone has a water meter and we can
XLIRFYMPHE[MHIVTYFPMGYRHIVWXERHMRKSJYWEKI -R
general, the privatisation of utilities such as water does
not seem to have been effective and some companies
EVIRS[TVSEGXMZIP]LERHMRKFEGOXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]SJ
VYRRMRKXLIMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXSRSRTVS½XTYFPMGFSHMIW
ERHPSGEPEYXLSVMXMIW+SZIVRERGISRGEXGLQIRXEVIEW
MWOI]LIVI8LI9/W]WXIQMWXLISRP]SRI[LIVIXLI
actual water supply has been privatised but it operates
under government controls – and hence suffers from
an inability to create value for the management
companies.

;EXIVQEREKIQIRX`

‘The water problem is not one of
water scarcity but more of system
management’.
The need to have an infrastructure that provides us
all with water is the driving issue and we need to
question whether large companies and organisations
should be in control of this or whether it requires a
local community focus.There was general agreement
in the varied Future Agenda events that it really
comes down to how you set up the institutions
to achieve the aims and overcome the challenges
EX E PSGEP PIZIP -R YVFER IRZMVSRQIRXW MR EHHMXMSR
to forcing us to reconsider certain lifestyles water
scarcity could open up opportunities for innovation in
areas such as water capture, treatment, conservation
ERH IJ½GMIRG] 'LERKIW MR FILEZMSYV [MPP VIUYMVI
measuring our water consumption before we can
manage it and solutions such as smart metering will
½RHXLIMV[E]MRXSSYVLSQIW
Community-driven mechanisms are particularly
important in developing countries to ensure equity
ERH IJJIGXMZIRIWW 3RI WYKKIWXMSR MR -RHME [EW XS

[SVO QSVI GPSWIP] [MXL [SQIR EW MR XLI QEMR MR
many regions, it is they who fetch and carry water
and therefore control access. There is also much
XS FI KEMRIH JVSQ QEOMRK XLI QSWX SJ I\MWXMRK
resources by reducing wastage, increasing water
reuse, desalination and groundwater recharge.
7MQTPIFYXLMKLP]IJJIGXMZIXLMRKWPMOIVEMRLEVZIWXMRK
QEOIELYKIHMJJIVIRGIERH MRXLIJYXYVI FYMPHMRKW
will be better designed to align with this need.
The Economist is optimistic about the future and
argues that change will happen where it is needed
QSWX³-X[MPP FIMR EVIEWSJ LMKL TSPMXMGEP IGSRSQMG
ERH WSGMEP RIIH XLEX XLI OI] XIGLRSPSKMGEP GLERKI
MR[EXIV[MPPSGGYV´8LMWMW[L]7MRKETSVIMWWYGLE
focus for water and its investment in low-cost
desalination may be pivotal in the next decade.
³&SXL JVSQ KSZIVRQIRX ERH GSQTERMIW WYGL EW
,]¾Y\ QER]WIIXLEX7MRKETSVIMWELYFSJ[EXIV
XIGLRSPSK] HIZIPSTQIRX´ 3XLIVW EVI RSX UYMXI
so hopeful.
What everyone can agree on is that the issue is
critical and that the right for all to have access to
clean water is a priority. Therefore, a primary focus
over the next decade will be to manage our supplies
so as to enable this to happen.
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